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The prob;em of continuously controlling the,arrival process in an M/G/l queue is studied. The 
control is exercised by keeping the facility open or closed for potential arrivals, and is based on 
the residual workload process. The reward structure includes a reward rate R when the server is 
busy, and a ho’rding cost rate cx when the residual workload is x. The economic criterion used is 
Ions ru:? average return. A control limit policy is shown to be optimal. An iterative method for 
calculating this control limit policy is suggested. 
M/G/l queue continuous time control 
arrival process Markov decision theory 
4. Introduction 
We study an M/G/l queuing system in which the arrival process is controlled by 
the system controller. The contiol is exercised by keeping the facility open or classed 
for potential customers. The decisions are based on the observations of the resi&al 
workloadproces,~ The reward structure includes a reward rate I? when the server is 
busy, and a holding cost rate cx when the residual workload is K. We seek to 
characterize an optima: policy under the average return criterion. The empirical 
origin of such pro’bler;rs i  the control of solid waste which is due to be incinerated. 
Thatcher [21] stuldies a similar model in which the control is exercised by selecting 
the service parameters. 
Various authors have considered problems of controlling the arrival procq2ss in 
queuing systems. Kakalik [3], Knudsen [ll], Lippman and Ross [12] and YecEaiali 
[22,23] study problems in which the decisions are made only at atiud epochs and 
are based on the queue length process. Sue’: models are formulated as ~6 
* This paper was originally accepted for publication in the journal Mathematiec~O 
Studies, and by mutual agreement is being published in this journal. 
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&&ion t3rocesses and known techniques are used to characterize an opl imal policy. 
Miller [13] and Kakumanu [lo] consider continuous time control of arrival process 
based on the queue length priacess. However, the countable nature cbf the state 
space reduces, the continuous time decision process to an essential!jt discrete iime 
decision process, Prabhu [17] studies the optimal stoppin& 9 an M/G/1 q leue 
based on the residual workload. In this papes we seek an optimal; polic) for 
continuous time control of the arrival process in an M/G/l queue, brased on the 
residual workload process. Since the decisions are taken continuously we need no 
prior knowledge of an arrival before it enters the system. This knowledge is not 
available in many automatic ontrol systems, hence the specific importance of this 
model. It should be noted that the method used in characterizing an optimal policy 
for this modiel is quite general and should enable us to study various control 
problems in which the controlled process is skip free in one direction. Some 
examples of this type of control models are (i) control of service rates in an M/G/l 
queue based on residual workload and (ii) control of production rate based on the 
inventory level. 
In Section 2 we describe the model and formulate it as a continuous tilme hlzirkov 
decision process (CMDP). General theory developed in Doshi [3] can now be 
specialized to this model to charincterize and calculate an optimal policy*. The: main 
result of this paper is the optimality of a control imit policy. In order to prove this 
we study the residual workload process under an arbitrary controlll imit policy. This 
study helps us find a control limit policy which is optimal among all control limit 
policies. Finally, this policy is shown to satisfy the sufficient conditions for 
optimality, thus proving its optimality among all admissible policies. We also 
provide an iterative procedure to calculate this optimal control limit policy. This 
approach as often been used in the inventory theory. Some relevant refer. ces are 
Arrow, Karlin and Scarf [l], Iglehart [S, 61, Johnson [7] and Scarf [l!)]. _ atcher 
[21] has uSed this approach to characterize an optimal policy in lcontrolling the rate 
at which the solid waste is to be incinerated. 
2. Modei description and formulation as CMDP 
We have a queuing system of the M/G/l typle. Customers arrive af the service 
facility according to a Poisson process a! rate A z 0. If the facility is a pen when a 
customer arrives, he joins the queue. Otherwise,, the customer is lest. Let {v,} 
denote the sequence representing service loads demanded by successive arrivals. 
We assume that {v”) is a sequence of independent random variables with common 
distribution function B ( l ). Let v represent a variable having the distribution 
function &( a). We shall assume the following: 
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The service is performed according to the fir:rt come first served (FCFS) discipline. 
Associated with this queuing systemrn is a stochastic process {X,; t 2 0) whfere X, is 
the resicEuaP workloa(rl in the system at time f. Suppose there are n customers in the 
system at time t. The custom(er in service ha:. vi service units to complete. Service 
demands of the waiting customers are v2, v3*.  . , v,,, respectively. Then 
The following reward structm is associated with the stochastic process 
(X,; t a 0). When the server is busy, the system earns reward at rate R > 0. A 
holding cost is incurred at rate cx when the residual workload is x. Thus the net 
reward rate at time t is given by 
r(X, a,) = R6(X,) - cX, 
where 
S(x)=0 if x GO, 
= 1 if x >O. 
At any time t, the controller observes x, and makes a decision as to whether the 
facility should be kept open or closed for a potential arrival at time t. A policy tr is a 
function on [0, ofi) x [0, a) to (0, 1) such that n(t, x) = 1 implies that the facility is 
open if the state x is observed at time t, and -(t, x) = 0 implies that the facility is 
closed at time t if the state is x. We seek a policy which will maximize the long run 
average return from the operation of the given system. 
The above control problem can be formulated as a continuous time Markov 
decision process. The general formulation in Doshi [3, Section 1.21 can be 
specialized as follows: 
%‘: the state space in this problem is the half real line [O,a). Let Q be the usual 
topology on [O, a) and p&D be the Bore1 c-algebra of subsets of [O,a). 
Se: the action space consists of two elements, 0and 1, so the topology 751 and the 
a-algebra & are trivial. Namely, 7 sl is *the topology with respect o w 
subsets of (0, 1) are open and p399 is the cr-algebra of all subsets of J& 
Y: the set of decision epochs. Since the decisions are taken continuously 
9 = [O,a). Let TV and & represent, respectively, the usual topol.ogy and Bore1 
a-algebra on 9. 
r: the reward rate function on [0, m) X ZZZ into the real line R is given by 
r&a)= RG(x)-cx (x E&a Ed). 
D: the set of admissible policies. A policy v E D is a function on 5 X 
with the following properties: 
(i) r( l , l ) is es x &-measurable, 
(ii) ~(a, x) is continuous from right for fixed x E 
( ii v(f, a) is continu s from left for fi 
Let be the subset of such that for rr 
that is, 7~ is stationary. 
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The economic riterion used is long run average return defined by 
(2 1) . 
The Optimal acerage return is defined by 
V(x) = sup V-(x) (x E %>I. ( 2) 2, TrED 
A policy rr* E D is said to be optimal if 
Before WI;: examine the issue of finding an optimal policy V* we study some 
properties of the stochastic process {X,; t 2 0) under a policy v E D. 
perties of the stochastic process {X, ; t 3 0) under a policy T (E D 
The class of all continuous time control policies is very rich and as such a policy in 
this class may induce a stochastic process which is probabilistically very complicated 
and does not have desirable continuity and measurability properties. Restrictions 
(i), (ii) and (iii) in the d,efinition of D, however, guarantee that any policy v E D 
induces a stochast[ic process which is probabilistically uncomplicated and has 
desired continuity and measurability properties to be defined befow. 
Let a policy &” f D be defined 
7T”(t, x) = 1 (t 20, x E a,). 
The corresponding process {XT; t 2 0) is called uncontrolled smkeload process 
(UCSP). In queuing theory literature it is knolwn as the virtual waiting time process 
or Takacs process. It is well known that this process is probabilistically uncompli- 
cated and has the folKowing desirable properties: 
(i) {XT; t 3~ 0) is a strongly measurable, strong Markov process. 
(ii) A ‘most all sample paths of {XT; t B 0) are right continuows with left limits 
and have only finitely many discontinuities in any finite interval of time. 
Using these properties, Doshi [3] has shown that each 7r E D induces a stochastic 
process {X ; t/a 0) on the topological measurable state space (gY rap, /3& Also this 
process has thte properties (i) and (i:i) above. This will make it possible in Section 6 
to use Lemm;a 3.6 and Theorem 3.6 of [3] to obtain a set of conditions which are 
sufficient for a policy w* to be optimal in D. First, however, we study the process 
{X#; t * 0) under a policy 7~ belonging to an important class. 
We have seien that at any time t the systein controller has two options: to keep 
the facility entrance open or to keep it closed. ach of these actions results in two 
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conflicting economic onsequences. If the entrance is kept open too frequently, 
then the input increases and, as a result, the long run average return from the busy 
server increases. But so do(:s the long run average holding cost. On the other hand 
if the entrance is kept closed more often, then the input decreases. This reduces 
both the long run average I-eward and the long run average holding cost. The net 
effect on vfl depends-on the relative magnitude of the two effects described above. 
Intuitively it seems that at low value of x, effect on the reward is more prominent 
than on the cost. As the value of x increases the effect on the holding cost becorntzs 
relatively more important . So we expect an optimal policy to keep the facility open 
at low x and closed at hi,gh value of x. This motivates us to study a class of policies 
called the co~rrol lirpnit yolic:ies. 
Definition 4.1. For each x’ 2 0 we (define a policy np E Ds by 
= 0 if x > X. 
This policy is called Z-policy or a corztrol limit policy with limit n’. Let Do denote the 
set of all control limit policies. That is, &_ = (7~~ ; x’ 3 0). It should be noted that 
x’= 00 corresponds to the policy #’ defined in Section 3. 
Lemma 4.1. Let {X,; t 3 0) denote the time-homogeneous Markov process induced 
by a control limit policy *em. Then tltere exists a random variable X with a proper 
distribution function Ff satisfying the properties below. 
0 a X, d-.Y. ast-ibm, 
69 \$ E[XY] = E[X] < 00. 
Proof. Thatcher [21, Theorems 2.5 and 2.61 has proved (a) and (b) above in the case 
where the control is exercised by selecting the service rate from two available rates. 
The same arguments establish these results for ahe arrival control problem. 
proof is therefore omitted. 
Let PO = P(X = 0) = Fg (0). Using Lemma 4.1 we can now express V** in t$rms of 
the asymptotic properties of {X#; t 2 0). In particular it can b!? shown [3, Lemma 
4.113 that for any x E 8’ 
v,&) = VW8 = Lim i E, ’ r(X,, a,)dr 1 X0= x 
Y-- 1 
exists, is independent of x and is given by 
V&)= i&& = 
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R and c are lknown constants. In the remaining part of this section we obtain 
expressions for PO and E[X]. We begin by defining the necessary quantities. 
efinition 4.2. For any 2 20 let a partition (c/+ 4,*, &) of %’ be defined by 
@on = 0% 4,n ={x;O<xc~}, +*a ={x;x >x’}. 
#lp is empty when % = 0. 
For the control limit policy IKE we have 4la = {x :> 0; n(x) = 1) and &f = 
{x >o: 7rg(x)=:O}. 
Defi dtlon 4.3. Let Z 3 0. Let Ff be the steady state distribution of (X4 ; t 2 0) 
under 7~~. We define the following: 
PO = P{X = 0) = Fs (0), 
PI(a) = P{X E #Ia} = Fn (2) - 1Fd (O), 
P@) = P{X E &g) ;= P{X > x’) = 1 - Fg (n); 
PO” = P{X”” = 0) = Fo7(0), 
P;“(j) = P{Xm E t&g} = F,(Z) - F-s(O), 
P;(z) = P{X” E cp,g} = 1 - E,(Z). 
Under a control limit policy nE the process {Xt; t 2 0) behaves like the 
uncontrolled procesc {XT; t 3 0) as long as X, s Z, and is determilnistic when X, > 2. 
This enables us to study the controlled process under aa in terms of the 
uncontrolled process. The following lemmas establish some important relations 
k-jetween the two. 
emnna 4.2. Let X denote a rana!om variable whose distribution is the steady state 
distriBution of { JU, ; I’ B 0) under 7;ra. Then for 1~: s 2, 
0 a 
w 
P{Xsx IX~f}=P{XrnSx (X”sx’}, 
P{Xax ~O*:X~f}=P{x"cx ~~l<X”~~}. 
(4 3) . 
(4 4) . 
Proof. The lemma follows from the fact that under a control limit policy vjs the 
process {Xt ; t 2 0) behaves like {XT; t 2 0) when A’ Lf s li!, and is deterministic when 
x( > Z. The arguments are elementary and obvious. So they are omitted. 
Let I/~, & and 7: denote, respectively, the expected lengths of a busy period, an 
idle period and a busy cycle unde,r pollicy 7rg. Let yla bc the expected time spent in 
#I, during a busy period of {X, ; t 2 O]i under the policy R+~. Let y2r! denote a similar 
quantity for #JZ,. Let 772 denote the expected time spent in &? during a busy period 
of { 7’: t 2 O}, and 7;; 3 similar quantity for 42S. 
d 
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emmrr 4.3. For any x’, 0 s Z s 00 we have 
proof. The lemma follows from the arguments imilar to those required to prove 
Lemma 4.2, so the proof is omitted. 
Lemma 4,4, For any Z,O s x’ G 00 and i = 1,2 we have 
Proob. The proof follows from the usual renewal theoretic arguments. The details 
are similar to those in [21, Theorems 3.12 an,d 3.181 and are omitted here. 
We now express PO, PI(f) and P2(3) in terms of P’;“(Z). 
Lemma 4.5. For x’ 2 0 we have 
PI(f) = (/.k’P:(x’))/(@* - AZ f hpP;(x’)), 
P*(Z) = ((A - cGPY@))(I’L - A ))I@ * - A * + ACIPY(x’)), 
PO= (~2-A&/(~2-A’!+A~P;(f)). 
Proof. For x’ 2 0, 
P@)/(l - P*(Z)) = (K (x’) - E (O))/Fp (Z). 
Using Lemma 4.2 this may be written as 
P,(x')J(l - P#)) = (F,(x) - Ftm(O))/F,(x”) = P;(x')/(l - P:(Z)) 
= P’;“(#‘)/(P; + P’f(x’)) 
= pY’(x’)b - A)& + p;(f)) 




This simplifies to 
In steady state the input rate must equal the output rate. Equatin 
obtain 
That is,, 
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A(1 - P@)I) = p (P,(x”) + P#)); 
P*(f) == (A - pP,(x’))j(p + A). 
Solving (4.12) and (4.13) simultaneously, 
P&f) = (p ‘Py@))j(p * ‘- A * + hpP:(f)) 
and 
P*(Z) = [(A .- pP’p(x’))($A - A)]/[#&* - A2 + ApPp)]. 
To conclude the lemma 
. 
PO = 1 - P@)- P*(2) 
= (p * - hp )j(p * - h ‘r: + hpP;(q). 
Lemma 4.6. .For x’ 3 0 the following hold : 
7yn = [Up - A)+ W=T’(Q]I[~p(y - A)], 
r’f = [p2- A*+ ApK’(f)]l[Ag(p -A)], 
YIP = (pK’(E))/(A(p - A)), 
y2a = (A - pP’T(x’))I(Ap 1, 
$‘r = J(AP’f(x’))l(A(p - A)), 
y;g = (A - ,uP;(X’))j(.h(p - A)). 
Proof. From (4.6), 
= P&c) + P*(5) 
= [A@ - A)+ .hpP’;“(x’)]j[Ap(p -A)]; 
yJ(yz+lly)=[y(p -A)+W’Y’(~‘)]~[AP(P -Q], 
yz = [A(p - A) + ApK(x’)]/[Ap (P - A)]. 
Next we have 
3/o = yz + tjA = [p2-- A2+ ApP;(Q]j[Ap(p - A);/. 
Again from (4.6), 
y1a = y: x PI@) 
= (rcPT(Q)j(A (lu - A)). 
~22 = y; x: P2(W) = (A - ,uP;(R))j(hp ). 
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y;g =: $3 x P;(f) = yq1- P; - P;(f)) _
= [jLlA(JU - A)][1 -(CL - A)lA - PY(Q] 
= [A - /4P;(f)]/[h(p - A)]. 
To evaluate E[X] ynder the control limit policy ?rf, we use 
E[X] = E[X 1 X E :&g] PI(Z) + E[X 1 X E &g] Pz(f). (4.20) 
Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8 below evaluate E[X 1 X E &] and E[X 1 X e qbzs], respec- 
tively. 
Lemma 4.7. Fw a control limit policy ns 








Proof. By definition 
Using Lemma 4.2, this may be rewritten as 
E[X 1 X E &,] = (loI 
= M;f(x’)/P7(2) 
which establishes the lemma, 
Lemma 4.8. For a control limit policy :rz 
E[X 1 X E &] = {(p - A)E[X”] PY’((x’)- M’P(x’))}/{A - pP:((x’)}. (4.2’2) 
Proof. Let U(x) denote the 
arrival causes the overshoot. 
E[X 1 X E +a] = 
/ f” 
amount of overshbot above level x given that an 
Then we have 
[ U(a)12/2E[ U(Z)]. 
Also 
[ V(x)J2)/2E[ U(x’)]. 
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From (4.123) and (4.24) we obtain 
E[X 1 X E &p] = E[X”I X” E &] - E[X”!‘]. 
But 
E[X”] = E[X” 1 X” E &,,I PI@) + E[X” 1 X” E c$,,] Pz(x’)i 
= M;(Z) + E[X” 1 X” E &] (A - CJIE’:(Z))/~ 
and so 
E[X” 1 X” E &] = p (E[X”] - MY(f )j/(A - @r;D(Z)). 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
Substituting from (4.26) equation (4.25) reduces to 
E[X 1 X E 4,,]= p (E[X”] - M;(f))/(A - ,@;(a)) - E[X”] 
:=: {(p - h)E[X”] + p(E[X”‘] P;(x’))}l{A - ,uP;(f)}. 
This protires the lemma, 
We can now substitute from (4.8), (4.9), (4.21) and (4.22) into (4.20) to obtain 
E[X] = E[X 1 X E: 41g] P:(B) + E[X 1 X E &,I P*(R) (4.27) 
= ((P - A)2E[X”] + P~(P - A)E[X”] P;“(f) + ApM:(Z))/(p2 -- A2 + Apa!!;(f 
kindi finally, v., given by 4.2 becomes 
i?w* = R(1- p%)+ cE[X] 
= R [(A.& - A) t ApP’;“(x’))/(p2 - A2 + ApP:(x’))!] 
- c[((p - A)2E[X”g + p(p - A)E[X”]P;(f) 
t hj~M;(Q)/(p~ - A2 f ApM:(zc”))]. 
Substituting E[Xm] = (ApEu2)/(2(p - JL)) [ see 161 the above equntion reduces to 
v’fi = [RA(p - A) - (cAp2Ev2/2 - RAp)P:(R) - cApMy - RA,p (F - A)Ev2/2] 
x [p” -- A2 t ApP:(Q]-‘. (4.28) 
Except for P;(3) and My(f) all other quantities on the right hand side of (4.28) are 
known constants. Py(x’) and My@) are not explicitly available in g,zneral. However, 
Doshi [3, Appendix IV] has derived their Laplace transforms. Graver [4] gives a 
method of numerically inverting the Laplace transforms. Using hi!: methods we can 
obtain P;(f) and MT@) for each 2 2 0. Thus (4.28) enables us to calculate vms for 
any i 2 0. When the distribution of v is exponential Doshi [3, Appendix IV) has 
obtained explicit expressions for P:(Z) and MT(f). 
In this section we search for a policy rr,* which is optimal in &. 
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We begin by obtaining the derivatives of P:(X) and My@). It is well known that 




dlic’ = $ [F,(X)- Fm(0)] = f-(x’). (5 1) .
x dF,@)] 
d !-_ = Qx’ [xF,(f) - I,; F,(x)dx] = .ifm(x’). 
now differentiate vwfi with respect o x7 to obtain 
(5 ) .2 
(5 9 . 
x [Rp(p -A)- cAp(3P;(f)- M;(Z))- c(p2- A2)x’ 
- cp2@ - A )Ev2/2\. 
Using (5.3) we now show the existence of an x * > 0 such that n,* is optimal in DeL. 
We shall assume that 
W/c - ,uEv2/2 > 0. (5 4) . 
‘Theorem 5.1. If (5.4) holds, then there exists an x * > 0 such that n,. is optimal in 







(A/(/J, - A)) = R/c - ~Ev~/2. (5.5) 
0 
Proof. fm(x *) > 0 for x’” > 0. So 
x* > 0 solves rrf 
dR 
iff 
R/.+ - A)- cAp(x*P;(x*)- M’;“(x*))- c(p’- A2)x* - cp2(p - A)&*/2 = 0. 
Substituting Py(x *) = F,(x *‘) - F,(O) and My(x *) = x *F,(x *) - _f$ F,(x)dx the 





F,(x)dx - x*F,(O) - c(p2- A2)x* -- cp’(p - A) 1 
so 
RP(Cc -+-CAP [ 1” F,(x)dx -(x*(p - A))/p] - c(p*- A" 
0+ 
implifying, 
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F,(x)dx = Ai?. 
Let g(x) = x l t AL, &+ F,(x)dx. Then g has the following properties: 
(i) g(x) is strictly increasing on (0, m), 
(ii) lim, Jo+ g(X) = 0, 
(iii) lim *.+mg(X) = 00. 
Since A2 > 0, ,the properties (i), (ii) and (iii) of g(x) imply the existence of a unique 
positive solution x * to (5.5). Also it can be verified that 
Therefore x * maximizes VW% over all f > 0. Contin.uity of v& impli,es that x * 
maximizes i?,,# over all 2 B 0. This proves the theorem. 
In order toe find x* we need to solve the implicit equation (5.5). It may be 
rewritten as 




H-(x *) = 
0+ 
p;l,(x)dx. 
Thus a positive fixed point of the function J is required. This may be obtained by a 
variation of the method of successive approximations. The details may be found in 
Pennington [15, p. 2281. In general H,(x) is not available in .explicit form. Its 
Laplace transform is der’ led by Doshi [3, appendix IV]. Numerical inversion of this 
transform enables us to calculate H,(x) for each x 30. 
The rest of this paper is devoted to showing that the control limit policy n;. is 
optimal in D. Doshi [3, Theorem 3.61 has derived a set of conditions which is 
sufficient for a stationary policy 7r* to be optimal in D for a general continuous 
time Markov decision &-recess. We will show that these conditions are saiisfied by 
~~rxe for the control problem studied in this paper thus establishing the optimality of 
nXo in D. 
We begin by defining the necessary quantities. For v E D let 
transition fun&an of the process {X, ; t 2 0) under n=. That is, 
= x} ( s 30, t iso > x Eaf, I-* E&? - (6 1) l 
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Let B(%‘) be the set of functions f : kl?-+ which are &-measurable and 
absolutely integrable with respect o the measure FTT (s, x; s + t, 0) for any x E 
s 3 0, t 2 0 ant.1 w E D. Let Bs be a subset of a(%‘) such that f E $0, has the 
followin,g properties: 
(i) For each x E %’ there exists an Ed > 0 and (Pk C 00 such that 
(ii) For any x E Z 
2 [[o~If((x-&)++*)~e~ B”(dv)]=o(E) as c JO+. I . (6 3) . 
(iii) For any t a0, ~30, xE%‘and WED 
~,r[~j’(x,+t)I[xs =x] = I If(y)lF,r(s,x;s+ t,dy)-. (6 4 l ) BD 
(iv) For any n E D, there exists an E lr > 0 and function W” CE CB(%‘) such that 
IE,[f(X,+~)lX=x]I~ W*(x) (xE%, taO,,O<v~e”). (6 5) . 
(v) f is continuous from the left. 
Let !2 be a subset of a0 such that the following hold for f t-L 9: 
(i) For each x E 85’ , Sf-(x)/dx exits, and the function df-ldx belongs to 
(ii) For each v E D, there exists an E; and a function V”’ E 48(%‘) such that 
e (6 6) . 
For n E & and t 2 0 we define an operator Tf ‘: 58 (8’)~+ 46( 
T,"f(x)= E,[f(X,)(Xo =x] (XE~,fEi-a@?)). (67) . 
{TB; t 2 0) is a semigroup on a(%,b It is shown in Doshi [3, Theorem 4.61 that 
Lim Tff(x) = f(x) (x E Z) (6 8) . 
r&G+ 
for all f E iBo. 
The generalized weak infinitesimal operutor A, of the semigroup {T,“; t 3 0) is 
defined on $2~ into sBo by 
A,f(x) = lim T’f(xi-f(*) (x E$?). 
rl0' 
The domain of A, is restricted to C@ to guarantee th 
si of (6.9) exists and the function A,f belongs t
oshi [3, Theorem Is.51 has shown that for 
consideration 
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&f(x)= --dx f-0 S(x) 
OD + An(x) [f(x + v) -f(x)] B(dv) (6.10) 
So Lemma 3.9 and Theorem 3.6 in [3] reduce, respectively, to Lemtma 6.1 and 
Theorem 6.1 below. 
Lemma 6.1. Let r E 131s. If there exists a constant g, and a function h, : Zt’ --3 R such 
that 
0 i h, E 9, 
0 ii Lim,-,, E, [h, (X-J 1 X0 = x j/y =: 0 (x E B?), and 
. . . 
t 1 111 & = RS(x)- cx --& dh,exl jqx) ’ 
+ n?r(x)\ [hw(x + v)- hvrr(x)]B(dv) (x E Q, (6.11) 
Theorem 6.1. Su,ppose there exists a~ policy w” E Ds, a constant g,. and a function 
h*& B(A) such that 
0 i 
(iii) gge = ’ at’n;;X, 
1 
RS (x ) - cx - - dx d&M Jqx) . 
+ ha a [h,*(x + tl) -.hm~(x)]13(du)} (16.12) 
= R&(x)- cx - dh it(x) dx S(x) -c h#(X) [h,,.(x + u)- h,.(x)]B(dv) 
Fiat each ;I: E g. li%en the following hold: 
(a) g,. = VW0 = V (x E %), 
(b) rr * is optimal in 6). 
We intend to show that the control limit policy 77,. derived in Section 5 satisfies 
the hypothesis of Theorem 6.1 and so is opti.mal in D. To this end we study some 
important properties of a function h, associated with a policy v E Ds. 
For II E D let V?(y): be defined by 
Jewel1 [‘I’] has studied the asymptotic behaviour of V, (JJ) in the discrete time case. 
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Thatcher [22, appendix B] extended Jewell’s results to the continuous time case. 
Thatcher’s result holds for the control problem under consideration and is stated in 
Lemma 6.2 below. 
emma 6.2. For T E DS and x E %‘, there exists 
Lim fV..(x;y)- i7my]=h,(~)= 
y-00 
= Wm (X) - W, (2) - vw (E, (6(X )) - E, (c(z))) c w, 
(6.13) 
where 
E,([(x)) = Expected length of the busy cycle initiated by workload x under 
policy 71: 
E,(@)) = Expected length of the busy cycle initiated by the steady state 
workload X under policy W, 
W;,(x) = Expected accumulated reward in a busy cycle initiated by the workload 
x and using policy V. 
W,(x) = Expected accumwlated reward in a busy cycle initiated by the steady 
state workload X under policy V. 
VW is the steady state return per unit time under the stationary policy 7~ So 
( Vn (x ; y ) - v,,y ) represents the bias in the expected accumulated reward up to 
time y when the initial state is x and the stationary policy w is used. h,,(x) is, 
therefore, the asymptotic value of the bias when the initial litate is x and the 
stationary policy g is used. Two important properties of h, are derived in Lemmas 
6.3 and 6.4 below. 
For v t=c Ds and x E % we define the following: 
‘yV (x) = Expected time to return to state x under policy w given that at time 0 
the state is x and an arrival with a random demand u arrives. 
r;(X)= q%(x)+ l/h. 
& (x) = Expected accumulated reward during the time to return to state x under 
policy w given that at time 0 the state is x and an arrival with a randlom demand u 
arrives. 
Lemma 6.3. For x E 27 clzmd T E I!& 
E,[h,(x + tl)- &(x)1 = &r(x)- p,+(x). 
Proof. From (6.13) we obtain 
E,[h,(x + v)- k(x)] = 
= E, [ W;, (x + v) - W,t (x) -- is, (Em [6(x -I- v)] - E= it@)])] 
=E,[W,(x + v)- W*(x)]- ~JJ(E,[S(x + v)]- 
(6.14) 
This proves the lemma. 
Lemmra 6.4, Fm w E Ds and x > 0, dh ,(x)/dx exists and is given by 
dh - RS(x) - cx + An(x)/3* (x) - i?*,[l+ hrr(x)y., (x)]. 
dx - 
(6.15) 
roof. Let x > 0 and 0 < S < x. Because of the left continuity of 1~ we can assume 
that a[*) is constant in the intervall (x - 8, x]. Since the input process is at rate 
ha(x), we have 
h,(x)- h,(x - S)= W*(x)- W&c--s)- i?&[S(x)]-Er[t(x -a)]) 
= (1 - hlrr(x)b) w, (x -- 8:) + k(x)SE, [ W, (x + v)] + RS - a& 
- W,(x - 8) - vI[(l a- hv(x)8)E,[~(x - S)] 
- JL [5(x -- S)] + hw(x;)tSE, [E, [6(x + v)]] + S] + o(S) 
=R&c~x+h~(x)S&[‘W~(x+v)- W,(x-8)]-Si?I 
- %{An(x)SE,[E,[5(x + v)]-Er[5(x - ~)]]l+o@). 
Since W*( 0) and E, [[( m)] are continuous from the left we conclude that 
dh ~(xr == lirn fix) g h, (x - ‘) 
dx 81.0 8 
exists, and 
y == R - cx + ~(X)&(X)- i7.[i + AWAY]. 
Thus the lemma is established. 
We now show that for any w E Ds g, = f?. and the function h, satisfy the 
hyplotheses of Lemma 6.1. 
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Let .x > 0. Substituting from (6.14) and (6M) into the right-hand side of (6.16) 
R-cx-@$-)+hn(x)E.[h,((x-t@+,(x)]= 
= R - cx - R + cx -An-(x)&(x)+ Ypm[l+ hrr(x)y,(x)] 
+ An<x,[P* (x) + Km(x)] 
== VW. 
So (6.316) is valid for x > 0. For x = 0, the left-hand side of (6.16) equals 
0 - 0 - 0 + Aw(O [h,(v) - h,(O)] = 
= A~@)[&@)- hm(O>] 
=E A?r(O)[ VW/A] = ?r(O)vI. 
(6.17) 
If ~(0) = 1, then the right-hand side of (6.17) equals vm. If, on the other hand, 
~(0) = 0, then VW = 0. Thus the right-hand side of (6.17) equals VT. From this we 
conclude that (6.16) holds for all x E %’ thus proving the lemma. 
We now show that the control limit policy n;. satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 
6.1. By Lemma 6.5 this is true if we have 
R6(x)-cx - dx dh qx) 9 
Vwx. =max 
RS(x)-cx - v S(x)+ A&.(x)- %yvr,.(x)l 
for all x E 2?. That is, if 
ptwX.(x)- VmX.yTX.(x)) 0 if x < x *, 
=0 if x=x*, 
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